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Abstract

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is one of the biggest recent threats to public health. People rely on news for up-to-date information during such major events, but news is often emotional in nature, which can affect how we learn and remember information. Additionally, graphs are widely used in news, but comprehension and memory for graphical information can be influenced by various factors, including emotions. We tested how the emotional framing of news would affect graphical memory across the lifespan. Participants studied a graph showing the number of weekly or daily new COVID-19 deaths after reading COVID-19 news framed as more positive or negative. Participants also reported their attitudes toward the pandemic, political leaning, news consumption habits, mood, and need for cognition. There was no overall difference in memory across conditions or age, but memory was more biased by the emotional framing of the news when the graphs were less visually complex. A number of exploratory correlations are also discussed. The findings indicate that framing news with a more positive or negative lens can bias understanding of and memory for related graphical information in some cases, and have implications for improving media literacy and for public health compliance.
The Influence of Emotional Framing and Graph Complexity on Biases in Graphical Memory for COVID-19 Data in a Lifespan Sample

Since the end of 2019, global public health has been largely affected by the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. The global pandemic resulted in lockdowns and changes to daily life and was shown to increase people’s worries (Barber & Kim, 2021; Kleinberg et al., 2020) and negatively affect mental health (O'Connor et al., 2021). News media played an important role in keeping people updated and informed about ways to protect themselves and others. However, news related to COVID-19 can elicit emotional responses (Hamidein et al., 2020; Hart et al., 2020). One study found that more than 50% of COVID-19 headlines elicited negative emotions in readers, including fear and sadness, and about 30% evoked positive emotions such as trust and hope (Aslam et al., 2020). Emotion can bias the way we learn and remember information (Kensinger & Schacter, 2008), and may bias the way we understand related information. Specifically, graphs are often used in news media to visualize data, especially during COVID-19 to represent numbers of cases, deaths, and other information. Therefore, it is important to understand how processing of and memory for graphs are affected by the way in which news is presented, as this can help inform us how to improve media literacy and reduce these biases.

Comprehension of graphs can be difficult (Shah & Hoeffner, 2002). Both bottom-up processes, such as features of graphs, and top-down processes, such as prior knowledge can lead to biases (Schiano & Tversky, 1992; Tversky & Schiano, 1989). More visually complex graphs (e.g., with more data points or changes in direction) can bias people to pay more attention to lower-level details instead of the general trend (Carswell et al., 1993). Thus, visual complexity
may increase the difficulty in interpreting graphs, leading to less accurate perception of and memory for graphs.

Emotions can also bias cognitive processing of various information types. When primed with a specific emotion, people may be biased to focus more on information consistent with that emotion (Nabi, 2003), and this may improve memory for that information (Kensinger & Schacter, 2008; Levine & Edelstein, 2010). Additionally, people tend to show a negativity bias, such that negative information is more likely to be remembered and shared (Baumeister et al., 2001; Bebbington et al., 2017). Emotions may influence cognitive processing differently as we age. Although healthy older adults show declines in memory as compared to younger adults (Peich et al., 2013), they often perform better at remembering information that is emotional rather than neutral (Carstensen & Mikels, 2005). Moreover, older adults tend to show a positivity bias, which is an age-dependent preference for more positive or less negative information compared to younger adults, as reflected in memory performance (Carstensen & Mikels, 2005; Reed & Carstensen, 2012). Thus, older adults may be differentially biased by the emotional nature of news, and especially positively-framed news. However, older adults are at a greater risk for COVID-19, so it is also possible that they will be more influenced by negative information, potentially leading memory for related information to be better after reading negatively-framed news.

In this study, we examined how the emotional framing of COVID-19 news would affect older and younger adults’ memory for graphs showing COVID-19 data. The graph depicted either daily deaths (more visually complex, due to more turn points in the graph) or weekly deaths (less visually complex). We hypothesized that participants who read negatively-framed news would remember the graph as having more deaths and those who read positively-framed
news would remember the graph with fewer deaths than the graph they studied. We also hypothesized that people studying the more visually complex graph would show lower memory performance because of the increased difficulty and may be more susceptible to bias from the emotional framing. Finally, we expected older adults to show lower memory performance overall, but particularly after reading negatively-framed news.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Participants were recruited online from Prime Panels on CloudResearch, which allows for recruitment of lifespan samples (Chandler et al., 2019; Huff & Tingley, 2015). Participants were required to be between ages 18 and 99 and reside in the United States to participate. A total of 362 participants aged 18–82 years completed the study. For data analysis, we excluded participants who did not correctly answer 4 out of 6 comprehension-based multiple-choice questions about the short news clips they were presented with \((n = 75)\) to ensure that included participants were paying attention and engaged. We also excluded participants \((n = 115)\) who reported not paying attention or for significant internet issues that caused them to restart the task. This left us with a final sample of 241 participants. Table 1 presents participant demographic information.

**Stimuli**

Participants read six pieces of news about COVID-19, each including a headline and one to three short paragraphs. The positively-framed news described COVID-19 patients (of all ages) as having mild symptoms, and most described a positive outcome such as catching up on housework. Negatively-framed news described patients as having severe health conditions, long-lasting symptoms, or fear, and some described healthy younger adults suffering from severe
symptoms. All pieces were collected from online sources and modified to emphasize the positive or negative outcomes (see Appendix A). As an induction check, we analyzed group differences in self-reported mood change (reported at the end of the study), which showed that participants who read positively-framed news reported significantly more positive mood after reading the news than those who read negatively-framed news, $t(234) = -2.67, p = 0.008$.

After the news-reading session, participants viewed a line graph showing the number of either weekly or daily global new deaths due to COVID-19 from January 6, 2020, to September 14, 2020 (Figure 1). Data were obtained from the World Health Organization (WHO) and Our World in Data (OWID), and graphs were created in Microsoft Excel. Six incorrect lure graphs were created by making modifications to the correct graph. Three negative lures portrayed more deaths, while three positive lures showed fewer deaths in the same parts of the graphs than the correct graph. The axes were the same for correct and incorrect graphs; only the line changed (see Appendix B).

**Measures**

**COVID-19 Attitudes.** Participants answered questions about their behaviors and thoughts regarding COVID-19. Questions were taken from Priniski and Holyoak (2020). Participants rated statements like, “COVID-19 is no more severe than the flu” and, “It is important to follow medical recommendations provided by the CDC and WHO” on a 1 (*Strongly Disagree*) to 7 (*Strongly Agree*) Likert scale. We administered 6 questions before the study-test portion (pre-intervention scale), and 8 questions after the study-test portion (post-intervention scale).

**Mood.** Participants completed the 16-item Brief Mood Introspection Scale (BMIS; Mayer & Gaschke, 1988), which asked them to rate 16 adjectives (e.g. lively, nervous, or peppy)
on a Likert scale from 1 (Definitely do not feel) to 4 (Definitely feel). The scale is comprised of four subscales, scored according to Mayer (2018): the Pleasant-Unpleasant scale (which uses all 16 adjectives) with higher scores indicating more pleasant mood, Arousal-Calm scale with higher scores indicating more arousal, the Positive-Tired scale, and the Negative-Relaxed scale, with higher scores indicating more positive or more negative moods, respectively. At the end of the study, participants also self-reported how the news affected their moods on a Likert scale of 1 (Much more negative) to 7 (Much more positive) with 4 as “Unchanged.”

**Need for Cognition.** Participants completed the six-item version of the Need for Cognition Scale (NCS-6; Lins de Holanda Coelho et al., 2018). Participants rated statements such as “I prefer complex to simple problems” on a 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) Likert scale.

**Political Attitudes and News Consumption.** Participants reported their political attitudes on a scale from 1 (Very Liberal) to 7 (Very Conservative), with 4 labeled as “Moderate.” Participants also reported all types of sources they get news from, including social media, television, online newspapers, printed newspapers, or others. If they reported social media, they were asked to report the specific sites (e.g., Twitter, Facebook). Participants also reported how often they get their news ranging from less than once a month to multiple times a day. Finally, participants rated how much they agree that media spread disinformation about COVID-19 from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree).

**Procedures**

All data were collected between December 13, 2020 and December 17, 2020. Participants first filled out a demographics survey and provided informed consent by checking a box. All procedures were approved by the [Institute] Institutional Review Board. Participants were
instructed that they would be studying news and would answer some relevant questions. First, participants completed the pre-intervention COVID-19 attitude survey, and then proceeded to the news-reading phase. Participants either saw all positively-framed or all negatively-framed news stories. Each of the six pieces appeared on the screen, one at a time, for at least 20 seconds with no upper limit on time. A four-option multiple-choice question followed each piece of news asking about a detail from the news story, such as the patient’s age, occupation, or symptoms to check that participants read the stories.

After completing the news-reading phase, participants completed the BMIS. Next, in the graph-studying session, participants first viewed the study/correct graph, which showed either daily (more visually complex) or weekly (less visually complex) deaths. After studying the graph for 30 seconds, participants were asked to predict the future trend of the graph with responses from 1 (Increase a lot) to 5 (Decrease a lot). They also provided a numerical prediction of the number of daily new deaths due to COVID-19 on June 1, 2021 (approximately 6 months later).

In the test phase, participants were first shown a multiple-choice question with the correct graph and six lure graphs as the options and were asked to select the correct graph. Participants were informed that all axes and words would be the same, and that only the line was different among the options. After participants made their selection, the seven graphs were presented one-by-one for five seconds each in random order, and participants rated each graph’s similarity to the study graph on a Likert scale of 1 (Completely different) to 7 (Completely the same). They were informed that one of the graphs was correct and they should respond with 7 for this graph. The use of the multiple-choice question allowed us to understand participants’ ability to differentiate between correct and incorrect alternatives.
After completing the test phase, participants completed the NCS-6 and the post-intervention COVID-19 attitude survey. Then, participants rated their agreement with the question, “Do you agree there will be a second COVID-19 wave?” on a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree). Next, participants answered questions about their media consumption, political attitudes, and mood change due to the news. Finally, all participants were debriefed that information in the news was modified for the purpose of the study and were asked whether they detected the modifications if they had seen the news before the study.

Results

Memory Performance

There were two measures of memory performance: participants’ response to the multiple-choice question selecting the correct graph from the lures and the similarity rating of the correct and incorrect graphs. For multiple-choice accuracy, overall memory performance was 14.1%, and chance performance was 14.3%. Thus, participants performed approximately at chance on this test. To assess potential differences in multiple-choice accuracy across conditions, we conducted a logistic regression with accuracy (correct or incorrect) modeled as a function of news framing (anchored on negatively-framed news), visual complexity of the graph (anchored on more visually complex), and age as a continuous variable, as well as the interaction of all of these variables. Because of the binary nature of the outcome, the results are reported in terms of exponential Beta ($e^B$), a measure of the change in odds ratio with one-unit increases in the value of the predictor. The analysis revealed no significant effect of emotion ($e^B = 0.90, 95\% \text{ CI} [0.29, 2.85], z = 0.19, p = .85$), visual complexity ($e^B = 1.72, 95\% \text{ CI} [0.60, 5.20], z = 1.00, p = .32$), or age ($e^B = 1.02, 95\% \text{ CI} [0.96, 1.08], z = 0.61, p = .54$). Additionally, none of the two-way interactions nor the three-way interaction were significant (all $zs < 0.44$, all $ps > .66$).
Similarity ratings were also analyzed as a measure of memory performance. To analyze similarity ratings, we conducted a linear regression with similarity rating of the correct graph modeled as a function of framing (anchored on negatively-framed news), visual complexity (anchored on more visually complex), and age (centered), and the interaction of these variables. To control for the possibility that some participants rated all graphs high on similarity to the study graph, average similarity rating of the lures was included as a covariate. The analysis revealed no significant effect of emotion, $b = 0.08, t(232) = 0.39, p = .70$, visual complexity, $b = -0.07, t(232) = 0.33, p = .74$, nor of age, $b = 0.01, t(232) = 1.68, p = .10$. In addition, none of the two-way interactions nor the three-way interaction were significant (all $ts < 0.44$, all $ps > .66$). However, the similarity rating of the incorrect graphs was a strong predictor of ratings of the correct graph, $b = 0.56, t(232) = 5.21, p < .001$, suggesting that people had a tendency to be consistent with their ratings of both incorrect and correct graphs.

Finally, to examine whether participants were biased to remember the graphs more positively or negatively across conditions, we subtracted each participants’ average similarity rating for the three negative lures (i.e., more deaths) from their average rating for the positive lures (i.e., less deaths) to create a measure of positivity bias. If this value was greater than zero, the participant rated the positive lures as more similar to the correct graph and vice versa. The average positivity bias for each condition is presented in Figure 2. We conducted a linear regression predicting positivity bias as a function of news framing (anchored on negatively-framed news), graph complexity (anchored on more visually complex), age (centered), and all interactions of these factors. The analysis revealed no significance of emotion when all other predictors were zero, $b = -0.30, t(233) = 0.90, p = .37$, but less visually complex (i.e., daily) graphs led to lower positivity bias than more visually complex graphs, $b = -1.30, t(233) = 3.40, p$
Additionally, age was not a significant predictor of bias, $b = -0.01$, $t(233) = 0.37$, $p = .71$, and did not interact with news framing, $b = 0.01$, $t(233) = 0.45$, $p = .65$, or with visual complexity, $b = .02$, $t(233) = 1.01$, $p = .31$. The three-way interaction was also not significant, $b = -0.04$, $t(233) = 1.36$, $p = .18$. However, the interaction between visual complexity and news framing was significant, $b = 1.34$, $t(233) = 2.89$, $p = .004$. Follow-up tests using Bonferroni corrections showed that when the graphs were more visually complex, there was no effect of emotional framing on positivity bias, $b = -0.30$, $t(233) = 0.90$, $p = 1.00$. However, when the graphs were less visually complex, negatively-framed news resulted in significantly lower positivity bias than positively-framed news, $b = 1.04$, $t(233) = 3.19$, $p = .01$. Thus, memory was biased by emotional framing only when the graph was less visually complex.

**Correlations**

We also conducted a series of exploratory correlational analyses. We discuss a few interesting correlations here, but all correlations are shown in Table 2. First, we found that more serious COVID-19 attitudes were associated with higher need for cognition ($r = .21$, $p = .001$), more liberal political views ($r = -.31$, $p < .001$), less belief that media spread misinformation ($r = -.30$, $p < .001$), and greater frequency of reading the news ($r = .14$, $p = .03$). Further, taking COVID-10 more seriously was associated with being female ($r = -.15$, $p = .02$), and higher age ($r = .16$, $p = .02$).

Additionally, higher need for cognition was related to greater frequency of reading the news ($r = .23$, $p < .001$), more education ($r = .22$, $p < .001$), greater income ($r = .14$, $p = .03$), as well as more pleasant mood ($r = .25$, $p < .001$). However, need for cognition was not significantly related to political affiliation ($r = 0.12$, $p = .06$) or belief that media spreads misinformation ($r = -.09$, $p = .17$). More conservative political affiliation was also associated
with greater belief that media spread misinformation \((r = .22, p < .001)\), but not frequency of reading the news \((r = -.04, p = .51)\) or education \((r = 0.08, p = .23)\).

**Discussion**

In this study, we examined the influence of emotional framing of COVID-19 news on memory for graphs of varying visual complexity representing COVID-19 data. Although there was no difference in recognition accuracy across conditions, we found differences in the effect of emotional framing on memory biases when the graph was less visually complex. Specifically, there was no difference between positively-framed and negatively-framed news on bias toward more positive memory of the graphs when the graph was more visually complex. However, when the graph was less visually complex, negatively-framed news led to less positivity bias than positively-framed news.

The finding that less visually complex graphs led to greater bias was contradictory to our hypothesis. However, given that memory performance was so low, the graphs were likely difficult to differentiate. Thus, it is possible that the more visually complex graph in this study was too complicated and participants may have struggled to pick up on the overall trend. For the less visually complex graph, people may have been able to identify the overall trend and therefore focus less on specific details (Carswell et al., 1993). This is not to suggest that more visually complex graphs should be used in order to reduce bias. Instead, less visually complex graphs likely allow for a picture of the overall pattern or trend, which can be advantageous in forming more of a gist representation that may help with comprehension (Oliva & Torralba, 2006). Using the multiple-choice question as one of the measures of memory performance, we found that memory performance was at chance, and even though we included similarity ratings, how participants process and understand the graph is still unclear, as performance was at chance.
levels. Future research may adopt other methods to measure visual memory, such as redrawing or describing the graph from memory and answering questions about the trend or specific points of the graph.

Previous research has provided evidence for a negativity bias in memory (Baumeister et al., 2001; Bebbington et al., 2017). This has been thought to center around the evolutionary need to focus on and remember threats in the environment (Vaish et al., 2008), which is particularly relevant in the current study. COVID-19 graphs have been used to demonstrate how controlled the pandemic was at a given time. Therefore, it would be advantageous to remember when the numbers are worse, so that one can protect themselves. In the current study, negatively-framed news may have biased participants toward remembering the graphs as more negative than they really were.

Surprisingly, we did not find that memory performance or bias in memory decreased with age, suggesting that older adults may be equipped to interpret and remember complex information presented in graphical format. However, given that performance was low overall in the current study, we may not have been able to detect age-related differences. Future research can explore whether age is related to graph comprehension and memory in various contexts, including for issues that may be less threatening to older adults than COVID-19, different graph complexity, and under different emotional states.

Although more exploratory, the correlational analyses provide insights into people’s attitudes toward public health and news media, and how demographic and cognitive characteristics relate to attitudes. Our findings were consistent with prior research showing that females considered COVID-19 more serious and were more likely to comply with safety measures than males (Capraro & Barcelo, 2020; Galasso et al., 2020), and older adults had more
serious COVID-19 attitudes than younger adults (Galasso et al., 2020), despite taking COVID-19 more seriously (Whatley et al., 2020).

Moreover, partisanship was related to COVID-19 attitudes, such that people who reported being more conservative reported less serious COVID-19 attitudes, corresponding to previous findings that conservative counties adhered less to physical distancing (Gollwitzer et al., 2020). Higher need for cognition was also related to an increased likelihood of taking COVID-19 seriously, consistent with work showing that people with higher working memory capacity were more willing to comply with social-distancing guidelines during the COVID-19 pandemic (Xie et al., 2020). Our results add to these findings, suggesting that there may be a motivational or cognitive effort aspect involved in evaluating COVID-19 threat. Although we did not find these factors to be related to memory for graphs, future work may investigate differences in comprehension of graphs across factors like need for cognition and prior attitudes.

**Conclusions**

The results from this study provide a greater understanding of how framing of news can bias memory for related graphs of varying visual complexity. The findings also provide insight into media literacy. Despite graphs being a succinct way to present complex data, memory for graphs is poor. Additionally, the way in which journalists describe stories can not only influence how people understand the reported information, but also bias understanding and memory for related information, even in another form such as graphs. As graphs are widely used in media, presenting data in a simple but unbiased way is important to convey the most accurate message.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Table 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participant Demographics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>43.6 (15.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>18—82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>153 (63.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>87 (36.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (0.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some High School</td>
<td>4 (1.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Degree</td>
<td>69 (28.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>45 (18.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associates Degree</td>
<td>21 (8.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelors Degree</td>
<td>62 (25.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Degree</td>
<td>40 (16.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian/Alaskan Native</td>
<td>3 (1.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>11 (4.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African American</td>
<td>28 (11.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latinx</td>
<td>17 (7.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>180 (74.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/Unknown</td>
<td>2 (0.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Income</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0</td>
<td>1 (0.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1-$9,999</td>
<td>16 (6.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000-$24,999</td>
<td>44 (18.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000-$49,999</td>
<td>68 (28.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000-$74,999</td>
<td>34 (14.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75,000-$99,999</td>
<td>23 (9.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000-$149,999</td>
<td>24 (10.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater than $150,000</td>
<td>24 (10.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Reporting</td>
<td>7 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2

*Correlational Matrix of Survey Responses and Demographic Factors*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>5.</th>
<th>6.</th>
<th>7.</th>
<th>8.</th>
<th>9.</th>
<th>10.</th>
<th>11.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Age</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gender</td>
<td>-.12†</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Education</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.31***</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Income</td>
<td>-.12†</td>
<td>.31***</td>
<td>.55***</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Frequency of Reading News</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.19***</td>
<td>.26***</td>
<td>.33***</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Media Misinformation</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>-.13†</td>
<td>-.17**</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Political Affiliation</td>
<td>.17**</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.22***</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Need for Cognition</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.12†</td>
<td>.22***</td>
<td>.14*</td>
<td>.23***</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>-.12†</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. BMIS Pleasant-Unpleasant</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.24***</td>
<td>.13*</td>
<td>.25***</td>
<td>.12†</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.25***</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. BMIS Arousal-Calm</td>
<td>-.14*</td>
<td>.14*</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>.22***</td>
<td>.21***</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>-.19**</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. COVID-19 Attitudes</td>
<td>.16*</td>
<td>-.15*</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.14*</td>
<td>-.30***</td>
<td>-.31***</td>
<td>.14*</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.† p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.*
Figure 1. Study Graphs of Global Weekly (A) or Daily (B) New Deaths Due to COVID-19. All axes are the same. Weekly death graphs range from 0 to 60,000, increasing by 10,000, on the Y-axis and daily death graphs range from 0 to 12,000, increasing by 2,000, on the Y-axis.
Figure 2. Average Positivity Bias Across Conditions. Positivity bias was calculated by subtracting the average similarity ratings for the negative lures from the average similarity ratings for the positive lures, as shown on the Y-axis. A score of 0 indicates that negative lures were rated equally similar to the correct graph as positive lures. Positive scores indicate that positive lures were rated as more similar to the correct graph than negative lures.
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Screenshots with News Stories

Positively-framed news

Family Precautions Responding to Infected Member

March 12, 2020 by Rose Hoban

On Feb. 28, Cindy woke up with a scratchy throat and a headache, and tested positive of COVID-19 later. “I had a fever; I was feeling really tired, achy and I couldn’t work anymore,” she said in a phone interview.

Once she fell ill, her family took precautions. Her husband immediately started sleeping on the sofa, while Cindy confined herself to her bedroom, keeping her two kids, 8 and 11, away.

The kids have not shown any symptoms at all and her husband got back a negative test. On her Facebook, Cindy said her daughter has a new chore: using a bleach-infused wipe to clean the doorknobs and surfaces in their house.

Adapted from: https://www.northcarolinahealthnews.org/2020/03/12/whats-it-like-to-get-coronavirus-it-depends-on-who-you-are/

COVID-19 Infection in Lungs Disappearing in Two Weeks

POSTED ON MARCH 15, 2020

In China, Tan Shiyun, a postgraduate student at a university in Wuhan, had traveled to her family home in Yichang when she began to experience minor symptoms from the virus. Doctors told her that the infection had spread to both of her lungs.

“After that, I felt a heavy head while walking, unable to breathe, and nauseous,” Tan said in a video blog post. But after over two weeks in the hospital, a CT scan showed her infection was disappearing and she was discharged.

89-year-old COVID-19 Patient Doing Well

Updated April 15, 2020; Posted April 15, 2020

By The Associated Press | MassLive

Charlie Campbell’s father, 89-year-old Eugene Campbell, has been diagnosed with the coronavirus and is hospitalized in Edmonds, Washington. Charlie Campbell said his father’s doctor is cautiously optimistic, adding, “Under normal circumstances, he would discharge my dad, but these aren’t normal circumstances.”

“We went and saw him yesterday and he looked pretty good,” Campbell said, noting that his father is breathing normally and his vital signs and heart rate are good.


A physician had a mild case of COVID. Here’s her story.

ANALISE SORRENTINO, MD | CONDITIONS | AUGUST 5, 2020

Ten days ago, I woke up with a fever, sore throat, and couldn’t smell anything. I knew deep down what was going on. I tested positive for coronavirus on the next day and prepared to hunker down for the ten-day quarantine. Fast forward ten days. I am fever-free for three days, tired but no breathing problems, still can’t really smell anything (but that may not be a bad thing after being stuck inside for ten days). Every day I have been blessed by so many people texting and checking on me, making sure I’m OK.

Hospital Transports Patients to the Beach
June 3, 2020

In Hospital del Mar in Barcelona, COVID-19 patients who are recovering from the virus are now being taken across the street to admire the views of the seaside. Isidre Correa went into Intensive Care on 14 April and has come out today. He will begin his journey to recovery inside the hospital, but first - sand, sun and sea!

Adapted from: https://www.instagram.com/p/CA-msPGyYG/?utm_source=ig_embed&ig_rid=85639773-3331-4f6b-9a5f-845491122cca

#News #Coronavirus

Many COVID-19 Cases Show Mild Symptoms
June 11, 2020

A married 62-year-old couple, Teresa and Timothy Curtis, lives in Hermiston and recently returned to work after recovering from a mild case of the coronavirus. "We want people to know it isn't a death sentence," Teresa Curtis said.

For the roughly 10 days that she and her husband had symptoms of the virus, it never progressed to more than fatigue and some minor body aches "like if you worked too much in the yard for a day," along with a loss of their senses of taste and smell.

Negatively-framed news

A Painful ‘Roller Coaster’

With no pre-existing health conditions, Park Hyun said he’d thought the coronavirus was “not my problem” until he developed symptoms and ended up in intensive care in the southern city of Busan, South Korea. It had started with a dry cough and sore throat, followed a few days later by a shortness of breath so severe he fainted while waiting for a hospital coronavirus test.

It came back positive and he was admitted to hospital where his condition fluctuated wildly every day. “It was like a roller coaster,” he said. “I was feeling like there is a thick plate pressuring my chest and also needles poking my chest.”

“I had a very bad situation,” Park said. Whenever his condition was slightly better “I was thinking that might be my last time where I can share something in my life,” he added, “so I tried to write something short on Facebook to share with friends.”

Adapted from: https://www.instagram.com/p/CA-msPGyYG/?utm_source=ig_embed&ig_rid=85639773-3331-4f6b-9a5f-845491122cca

The Nightmare of COVID-19

By NATHAN RUIZ
Baltimore Sun | May 12, 2020 at 7:23 AM

Kabria believes she got COVID-19 from a friend who visited her apartment while displaying symptoms. Two days later, she had no appetite as she faced a fever, chills and sweats. Within a week, she was in University of Maryland Baltimore Washington Medical Center’s ICU and on a ventilator after her oxygen levels cratered and her fever spiked.

Kabria recalls nothing from her two days on a ventilator, but the two days that followed were filled with hallucinogenic nightmares. “I saw an entire game being played where people were racing for the cure, and whoever didn’t get to the cure first was going to die,” she said. “I believed all of it.”

Adapted from: https://www.baltimoresun.com/coronavirus/bs-md-coronavirus-survivors-recoveries-20200512-dhmduxwqfepvmc47fh3xwwtt4-story.html
I can't shake Covid-19: Warnings from young survivors still suffering

Updated 5:24 PM ET, Sun July 19, 2020

Three months ago, 28-year-old Daniel came down with Covid-19 symptoms, and like many coronavirus patients, spent weeks in bed. Unlike some other people, however, Daniel's life hasn't returned to normal.

"Since then it's been on and off with extreme tiredness and fatigue," he said. Every day he has brain fog, difficulty concentrating and problems with short-term memory that make reading, writing and speaking harder.

"Breathing has been very difficult," he said. "I don't feel like I have my full breath capacity. If I go for a walk for one minute, I'll be really exhausted." The profound mark the disease has made on Daniel's life isn't uncommon.


Frustration of COVID-19 Hospitalization

By Lois Parsley | Jul 1, 2020, 7:30am EDT

My symptoms started with a mild cough and a low temperature, and I went to the emergency room a few days later as I was running a fever of 103. But I was sent home by the ER doctor because they were overwhelmed by patients with more severe symptoms. At home, my fever worsened. And finally my daughter called the doctor because I was so delirious.

I can barely remember hospitalization. I had to ask for a lot of what I wanted because nurses were too busy. After I was transferred out of the ICU, I discovered by accident that I had an inhaler ordered "as needed," but doses were never given because I never asked for it. For a patient like me, it should have been given every four hours. I am a nurse, but a layperson would never have uncovered the mistake at all.

Adapted from: https://www.vox.com/2020/7/1/21308420/coronavirus-symptoms-spain-italy-new-jersey-england-iran-nigeria
COVID-19 Took Me to the ICU

Joe Biasi is a 35-year-old firefighter and paramedic in Illinois. “As a paramedic I take precautions all the time. I wash my hands and practice proper hygiene. I work out every day and eat pretty well. I’m young and thought I wouldn’t get it, but when it hit me I realized that it was a lot more serious than was being said,” Biasi said.

At first, Biasi had mild symptoms, but 2 days later he came down with a fever of 102.5°F. Days later, Biasi started coughing up blood. At the clinic, a chest X-ray showed that his lungs were infiltrated with fluid. He was hospitalized and received medication. Although he was treated, he was still very fatigued walking just one block.


The Fear and Despair Faced by COVID-19 Patient

By Morgan Lowrie
Posted March 29, 2020 4:45 pm

Melanie Fournier, who works in health and social services, shared her COVID-19 story to urge the public to respect physical distancing measures. In the days following the onset of her symptoms, Fournier felt panic creeping in as she struggled to get through to anyone on Montreal’s hotlines, which constantly disconnected her. Ever since her test result came back, Fournier has struggled with burning lung pain, a cough, fever, and “body aches and pains worse than any flu I’ve ever had.” But even worse, she said, was the fear and isolation she felt after being left to fight a serious illness at home, with little advice beyond take Tylenol, rest, drink fluids, and call 911 if she couldn’t breathe.
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